UNLOCKIT

WORKSHOP

™

effective

THE POWER OF STRENGTHS USE

90 – 120 minutes
In-person or Zoom Webinar
Public or in-house
Unlimited group size
Relevant to ANY person, group and team

How do we Shift Up! from ‘me’ to ‘we’ into
Interdependence?
- It Starts With Seeing Differently -

How can we experience
high energy and high performance?
According to research*, effective strengths use
positively impacts Performance, Trust, Productivity,
Performance, Teamwork, Diversity & Inclusion,
Engagement, Energy and Wellbeing.
“All performance
is connected to the wise application of strengths
and swims in the ocean of relationships”

DeAnna Murphy

(Founder & CEO of People Acuity, Thought Leader, Top 100 Global
Coaching Leader, Author of Shift Up! to Optimal Performance)

457 of the top Fortune 500 companies have encouraged
employees to become adept in understanding their own
strengths*.
However, it is not enough to merely know your
strengths.
We have to know HOW to strategically use our strengths
in consistent ways that allow us to co-create sustained
high energy and performance experiences for ourselves
and others.
How does what we SEE impact how we FEEL,
what we DO, our RELATIONSHIPS, and
the RESULTS we GET?

UNLOCKIT™ – The Power of Strengths Use is an

interactive workshop that creates awareness and a mindshift experience how effective strengths strategies (the
effective and strategic use of our strengths and those of
others) will lead to experiencing optimal performance and
energy in our life and work.

Why engage in the UNLOCKITTM experience?
§ Introduction to the impact of the wise application of
strengths, and why it is important
§ Reflect on the past and imagine how future relationships and
results could be different
§ Understand how your Strengths LensTM impacts you
§ Understand where ‘weaknesses’ comes from
§ SEE differently when reflecting on your own and others’
energy and performance
§ SEE how great results and relationships (for yourself and
others) can be unlocked with effective strengths use
§ Understand how to shift yourself or others out of the toxic
triangle of Independence, Codependence and Dependence,
and how to Shift Up! into Strategic InterdependenceTM where
collaboration happens and synergy is possible
“People Acuity may be the single most important personal,
interpersonal and leadership competency of the 21st century”

Steve Jeffs

(People AcuityTM Thought Leader, Top 100 Global Coaching Leader, DBA in
Leadership, MCC (ICF))

“The workshop is amazing and I am of the opinion that all leaders should
be exposed to strengths strategies to be exemplary leaders”
(Deputy Director, Auditor-General’s Office in Africa)

Strengths Strategy® (the wise application of strengths) is
critical to effective People Acuity™ (the ability to clearly see
and effectively optimise the inherent value, capabilities, and
positive potential impact of self and others)

CONTACT US
contact@hcbsolutions.com
Certified and Licensed Coaches and Facilitators

* Gallup, Steven Covey, Watson Wyatt, Marcus Buckingham, Tom Rath,
Strengths Strategy, People Acuity

REVOLUTIONISE RELATIONSHIPS AND RESULTS

See Different. Be Different. Get Different Results.™

Think Different . Be Different . Make a Difference™

